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The planetary biosphere has decline in recent months as much of
the world has undergone a praecox shock that has cause humanity’s
thought processes to become permanently graphic and intense. Causing
violent antisocial behavior to become more frequent and erratic. With a
looming environmental crisis and a decline in biodiversity -- due to
deforestation cause by human overpopulation, an outcome of global
warming, much of what is understood as the norms of Post-Modernist
thought has collapse into a planet that has reach the Scientific Age.

Giving the fall-out of scientific radicalism and the counter-reaction
to pure philosophy, a pathological mass-movement has rendered the
expectation of Post-Modernist social, ethical, and political values
incapable. That is what seemingly stands as a planet in recovery,
whether or not any statistical data can show a decline in violence, is in
actual quiet mayhem and volatility. Where the political and scientific
process cannot reconcile ideology, of both neo-Fascism and social
progressivism, with the skeptical inquiry and progressive sentimentality
of the philosophical sciences.
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As the planet now resides as a modernist world living in a
Dystopian reality in the Scientific Age. For what seems, on a largescale, as the beginning of peaceful existence (when magnified) is, in
truth, a planet where much of what is understood and observed is not
what it seems. And for which much of humanity presides in a Dystopian
reality that is meager and counterproductive -- both in its inability to
actualize human potential and market forces. Human potential and
market forces that are in favor of natural and human rights.

For those reasons neo-liberalism, academic elitism, and
establishment politics has failed to realize expectations in a planet where
humanity does not achieve said expectation, rather peace and tranquility
is nothing more than personal conflict and universal despair. A
despairing fact that is beholden to a truthful realization of desperation
and extremism in both the sciences and the political domain.
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